
Chapter 1441 

I Love Her 

“That’s right. She’s my mother. My surname is Ho, and my name is Ho Eunjung.” 

“No! That’s impossible! She said… she said she…” Park Cheon blanched when reminded of the past. 

Eunjung sneered, “Why? Cat got your tongue? I’ll say it on your behalf! Back when my mother was your 

assistant, you tempted her to date you. When she got pregnant with me, you wanted her to go for an 

abortion because you were worried it would tarnish your reputation! My mother couldn’t bear to do it, 

so she lied to you. At first, she was hoping to wait for the right time and beg you to accept me. But you 

gave her a sum of money and chased her away just so you could settle down the rumors in the 

company! Did you know that she never smiled ever since she gave birth to me? She hated you for 

abandoning her and also hated me for being your daughter. She constantly hit me, scolded me, forcing 

me to kneel, and cursed me as a wretch. She… she was a heavy drinker and had stage 4 liver cancer 

because of overconsumption of alcohol. At her sickbed, she told me everything, crying to me that she 

had wronged me. But I don’t blame her. The only person that I hate is you!” 

Eunjung’s cries were heartbreaking. The suppressed emotions in her gave them the shudders. 

Her biological father was her enemy! 

Park Cheon finally stumbled to the ground. At that moment, he seemed to have aged, probably because 

of the guilt from his misdeeds 

“So… so you came into our family to avenge your mother?” Park Cheon looked up and looked at his 

biological daughter, dressed in a maid outfit. 

Technically, she was his youngest daughter. At that revelation, Park Jiyeon and her siblings had mixed 

reactions. They never expected the young maid would turn out to be their half-sister! 

“That’s right. I practiced Taekwondo and learned etiquette to enter the Park family. I did it all for today, 

to tear off your pretentious facade. I want your dearest granddaughter, your chosen heir, to die on her 

wedding day! I want you to pay the price for the horrible deeds you’ve done!” Eunjung yelled as tears 

streamed down her face. 

Park Cheon’s heart was pounding against his ribcage as his breathing quickened. “My child, Eunjung… I 

… I’m sorry…” 

Everyone was surprised that Park Cheon admitted it. 

With a catch in his throat, he uttered, “I’ve been regretting the things I’ve done every night. But God 

can’t give me a chance to redeem myself. I don’t dare to meet your mother because I’m afraid of the 

hateful look she would give me… I’m old… I know I’m in the wrong… My child, could you give me a 

chance? If I had known you’re my daughter, I would’ve made it up to you in hundreds of folds. Eunjung, 

my dear child… Can you forgive me?” 

Park Cheon was overwhelmed with emotions. The guilt he harbored towards Hu Jiwan was transformed 

into paternal love for Eunjung. 



Only then did he realize the resemblance between Eunjung and her mother. How could he have 

overlooked this for years! 

Of course, even though she was an ordinary person, he still viewed her as her youngest daughter, 

someone that he was ready to dote on. 

However, Eunjung’s eyes were filled with indifference and disdain. “Don’t you think it’s funny? I 

poisoned your granddaughter, and I hate you to the core and yet you’re asking me to forgive you?” 

Suddenly reminded of something, Park Cheon sprang forward and begged Yang Chen, “Mr. Yang! Please 

let off Eunjung! She did it because she loathed me, not because she loathed Zhenxiu! Since Zhenxiu is 

safe now, I’ll take good care of her in the future. This would never happen again… Eunjung, Eunjung is 

my daughter. I can’t let her get hurt!” 

Eunjung’s pupils constricted. She held her tears back and refused, “I don’t need your hypocrisy! I would 

rather let Mr. Yang kill me. That way, I won’t have to see you anymore! I deserve it!” 

“You… Eunjung, don’t be foolish!” Park Cheon continued to beg Yang Chen, “Mr. Yang, I’ll agree to all 

your demands as long as you let off Eunjung!” 

Yang Chen shoved him away and frowned. “I don’t care if she’s your daughter. She has to die for hurting 

Zhenxiu!” 

The crowd was appalled. Yang Chen actually disregarded Park Cheon! Besides, Eunjung was already so 

pitiful and Zhenxiu had also recovered. Was there really a need to kill the former? 

Yang Chen was being so cruel because of Zhenxiu. 

Even though he was shoved away, Park Cheon quickly tugged at Yang Chen’s arm and cried, “I’ll die in 

place of Eunjung! Mr. Yang, I know no one can stop you! Kill me! I’ve lived a long life, but Eunjung is still 

so young!” 

At that point, he looked nothing like a millionaire but a father who was desperate to save his daughter. 

Eunjung raised her head to keep her tears from falling. 

Running out of patience, Yang Chen pushed Park Cheon aside and motioned Jane to pull him away. 

“Stop being so annoying! I’m killing your daughter, not you!” Yang Chen roared and walked towards 

Eunjung. 

Eunjung shut her eyes and awaited her death. Having seen Yang Chen’s capabilities, she knew resistance 

would be futile. 

“You can’t kill her.” 

A cold voice sounded before Yang Chen. 

Kim Jip had shielded Eunjung with his body while staring at Yang Chen coldly like a panther. 

“You?” Yang Chen sniggered, “Do you think you can stop me?” 

Kim Jip shook his head. “I can’t.” 



“Then what are you doing here?” 

Kim Jip stated calmly, “I’m not here to stop you but to tell you the truth.” 

“The truth?” An ambiguous smile played on Yang Chen’s lips.” 

“No!” Eunjung pulled Kim Jip hysterically. “Go away! He’s trying to kill me, not you! What are you doing 

here!” 

Kim Jip hugged her tightly and yelled, “I’m the one who poisoned Xu Zhenxiu! Eunjung is innocent!” 

Eunjung buried her face in his arms and sobbed while hitting his chest. “Why did you do this?! I’m going 

to die anyway! Why did you do this!” 

The onlookers seemed to have caught on to something but still, their minds were muddled. 

Kim Yang turned ghastly pale when he heard his son’s words. Overwhelmed with rage, he ended up 

fainting. 

“Yang Chen, you are not one to kill innocent people. I believe in you. I’m here to tell you that the person 

I love is Ho Eunjung. She’s the one I want to spend the rest of my life with. I can kill Xu Zhenxiu and even 

President Park for her! I know it’s unfair to Xu Zhenxiu, but I don’t have a choice. For her, I can be a 

madman, a bastard!” 

“But the test result showed that she has the poison on her,” Yang Chen remarked calmly. 

Kim Jip laughed. “Don’t you think it’s hilarious? If I was the culprit, I would’ve changed my clothes 

immediately instead of leaving such an obvious piece of evidence behind. I didn’t realize it, but Eunjung 

must have found the bottle of powder when she was tidying my suit. So she deliberately sprinkled some 

on herself. I didn’t know it because I flushed the bottle of powder down the drain.” 

Having said so, he caressed Eunjung’s hair and said, “You silly woman, why did you do this? It’s my 

choice, so I should die for it… But I’m really glad. I’ve always thought that you don’t love me truly. 

However, it turns out that I’ve misunderstood you… You’re willing to take the blame on my behalf… I’m 

really happy…” 

Eunjung shook her head vigorously. “I don’t want you to die… I don’t want…” 

The couple made the onlookers pity them, the fear within them subsiding. 

However, at that moment, Yang Chen, who had been cold the whole time, suddenly flashed a 

mysterious smile and told Jane, “Dear, what do you think about my acting skills? I deserve the Oscars for 

Best Actor, right?” 

Chapter 1442 

What’s Missing? 

Jane hugged Yang Chen generously, pecked on her lover’s mouth on tiptoe, and smiled sweetly, “Of 

course it’s amazing! Your acting is superb!” 

“Hehe, it’s because of Little Jane’s superb script,” Yang Chen complimented. 



“Hmm, the materials my honey gave me were useful too! I managed to write the script with the help of 

the clues,” Jane retorted a little flattery. 

The expression of the extreme contrast between these two people made everyone present at the scene 

confused and puzzled. 

Jane sighed, poured the pink liquid into the test tube casually, and shook her head, “You guys definitely 

didn’t learn chemistry well in high school. How can Potassium Cyanide be detected by this test, jeez...” 

Park Cheon and his group, Kim Jip and Eunjung, were all stunned on the spot. 

“This...Is this all...” Park Cheon wiped the tears from his face and asked incredulously, “Mr.Yang, Doctor 

Jane... You... Did you all design this on purpose!?” 

Eunjung also came back into his senses, she covered her mouth and exclaimed, “So you didn’t find out 

anything at all!?” 

“Of course, how could it be so easy to detect Potassium Cyanide powder? But I didn’t expect it to be so 

coincidental, Miss Eunjung actually spilled some powder on her own body. I wanted to check Kim Jip for 

the last time, but the script went very smoothly,” Jane blinked and smiled triumphantly. 

Kim Jip asked in a daze, “You...you knew that I was the one who put the poison in?!” 

“I don’t know exactly, it’s just a guess. Of course, I also assumed Eunjung...” Yang Chen talked freely, “I 

didn’t just notice the thing between you two. Maybe you thought that you both hid it well, but there 

were still some traits exposed. When I stayed in the Park’s Residence last year, Park Cheon said that he 

wanted you to marry Zhenxiu and you were not interested in Zhenxiu at all, and he didn’t look straight 

in front of you. But when Zhenxiu went upstairs, you just looked up straight. I originally thought it was 

strange why you went to see Zhenxiu again, but actually... what you were looking at was the back of 

Eunjung. Later on several times, I found that you followed Eunjung’s figure in particular. And Eunjung, at 

that time when Kim Jip protected Park Cheon in the hospital, when terrorists attacked the house when 

you thought of the hospital, what you blurted out was not about the ‘President’, but whether ‘Kim Jip’ 

would be in danger. As a servant of the Park Family, the first thing you thought about was not the 

master’s safety but the safety of a bodyguard. And you addressed him as ‘Kim Jip’ instead of ‘Young 

Master Kim’ so I left a snack. The previous time when we talked about the marriage, Kim Jip mentioned 

that the tea was too hot and let Eunjung come to clean it, it was obviously a tantrum directed at her. I 

am afraid that you were angry at her for being idle while listening to the news that you’re going to 

marry Zhenxiu. After all, that kind of behavior was too different from your usual character. After 

observing these, I guessed it, and sent someone to secretly investigate the background information of 

Eunjung...” 

Yang Chen didn’t care about the stunned expressions on the rest, he smiled relaxedly, “Don’t doubt my 

intelligence ability, I can easily find Eunjung’s background. I know that you are the illegitimate daughter 

of Park Cheon long ago. But I only managed to piece things together after Zhenxiu got poisoned today.” 

Everyone, including the scheming Park Cheon, looked at Yang Chen in admiration. 

They didn’t expect that this seemingly reckless and brutal young man would be so observant that he 

managed to capture even the smallest details. 



This actually had something to do with Yang Chen being an assassin back then. Observing everything 

around was a compulsory course. 

After discussing these details and information with Jane, the two discussed the previous series of 

“scripts” that led the snake out of the hole. 

Yang Chen continued to preach fluently, “I learned that Eunjung was the illegitimate daughter who was 

cruelly left behind by the old man Park Cheon and I wondered why she endured it for so many years 

without doing anything? Previously when enemies invaded, Eunjung was so desperate to guard the 

Park’s, and even used her life to protect Zhenxiu, she did not look like she was here for revenge. But as 

long as you think of Kim Jip, it was not difficult to understand, because he was the old man’s bodyguard, 

he must have his own abilities. I am afraid that when Eunjung wanted to do something to Park Cheon, 

Kim Jip found out...” 

As Yang Chen was speaking, the faces of Kim Jip and Eunjung were constantly changing, but they both 

acquiesced. 

The two of them did indeed have feelings because of their private struggles. Kim Jip didn’t tell Park 

Cheon about Eunjung’s identity, and she also listened to his words, which was to not harm the Park 

family. 

The main reason why Eunjung continued to stay in the park’s house was that she could often see Kim 

Jip, and the same goes for Kim Jip. Otherwise, as the young master of his Kim family, no matter how 

close he was to Park Cheon, he would not always be a bodyguard. 

The two of them, one was under the pressure of the family that he must be tied with the Park Family, 

there was no free beast. 

The other was a lonely and sad blossom flower with deep hatred and pain. 

The various reasons made them feel the preciousness of each other, getting deeper and deeper, and 

finally reached where they were today and they could do all kinds of things for each other. 

This could be said as a kind of romance, but also a kind of sadness. 

Kim Jip looked at Yang Chen deeply, “I admire you ...... but why did you still let me marry Zhenxiu when 

you already know all of this? You should know that I’ll never love her.” 

That being said, Yang Chen showed a touch of helplessness on his face and said nothing. 

Jane replied, “Because Yang Chen believes in what you are...” 

“As a person?” Kim Jip frowned. 

“Yes,” Jane explained, “He thinks that you are a trustworthy man, because you have your true 

temperament, and you are willing to hide the truth from President Park for the sake of Eunjung, which 

shows that you are different from those who only think about the benefit of the family. You’re a man 

who knows how to cherish. And Eunjung, you fought for the Park Family that night, and it was not 

because of anyone. In your mind, although you hated President Park Cheon, you have already regarded 

him as your father and regarded the Park family as your own home. Otherwise, she would not have to 



fight for the family when the president and you were both in the hospital. From this point of view, you 

all have kindness and Yang Chen did not expect the two of you to hurt Zhenxiu…” 

Kim Jip heard this with a look of shame and regret, while Eunjung did not dare to face Park Cheon’s 

enthusiastic look. 

When Park Cheon heard Jane’s explanation, he was overjoyed and felt that it was indeed the case. If 

Eunjung didn’t care about her father, she would have left the Park’s Residence long ago. Even if she left, 

Kim Jip could also leave with her, no one would stop them. 

Therefore, that was the biggest reason why Eunjung hoped to stay in Park’s Residence! 

“Eunjung...my daughter, so you still recognize me,” Park Cheon trembled with excitement. He wanted to 

go up and touch Eunjung, but the latter drew away. 

Eunjung looked at Pu Chuan vigilantly, but she was much less fierce than she was just now. Park Cheon 

also smiled and didn’t disturb her much. 

Yang Chen sighed and said, “I took it for granted. I forgot that in this world, the relationship between 

men and women cannot be judged by common sense. I didn’t expect you to poison Zhenxiu... But since 

you did, even if I know that you regret it now, I can’t spare you lightly!” 

“Mr. Yang! You...... Do you want to kill Kim Jip?” Park Cheon asked in astonishment. 

Yang Chen said with determination, “Otherwise, this is completely unfair to Zhenxiu. Don’t worry, I am 

quick in my moves, he will die peacefully, I will leave his whole body...” 

“No!” 

A soft voice came from behind the crowd and completely dispelled the originally tense atmosphere. 

“Zhenxiu?” 

Yang Chen and the others looked over. They didn’t know that Zhenxiu, who recovered, had already 

watched all this from outside the crowd. Everyone focused their attention on Kim Jip and Eunjung 

instead... 

Zhenxiu walked to the center of the crowd. After Yang Chen’s teasing, the girl did not just recover but 

also felt very natural and comfortable. Her complexion was ruddy and shiny, and she did not look like 

she was nearly dead. This was a surprise to Park Cheon and others. 

“Big Brother Yang,” Zhenxiu stared at Yang Chen, her eyes started to tear, and said quietly, “For love, 

they can abandon their loyalty, status, wealth, affection, and desperately crush their bodies... I know 

that’s not right, but think about them, and then look at ourselves, don’t you feel a bit ashamed?” 

Chapter 1443 

Why So Complicated? 

Yang Chen didn’t expect this girl to come up to question him. Looking at Zhenxiu’s clear yet scorching 

eyes, Yang Chen chuckled with a guilty conscience, “Ashamed? What should I be ashamed of?” 



“Are you not?” Zhenxiu seemed to have known this a long time ago, she walked up to Yang Chen and 

stared at him. “Well, I shall mention mine then.” 

“Xu Zhenxiu...You...” Yang Chen wanted to interrupt, fearing that the girl might say something 

extraordinary. 

But Zhenxiu did not seem to have the intention to stop, her eyes were red, and her voice trembled 

slightly with excitement. 

“Big Brother Yang, I like you”. 

The girl’s soft and firm words made Yang Chen stunned without knowing what to say next. He stood 

there with a stiff expression and did not know what to do. 

Zhenxiu suddenly smiled softly, and the girl in the snow-white wedding dress was now like an elf on the 

snow. 

“Brother Yang, do you remember that when I was reviewing the college entrance examination in 

Zhonghai, you suddenly came into my room one night, and then you found that I was stacking frogs 

there...” 

Zhenxiu seemed to be shy while talking about this matter, her face was flushed. 

Yang Chen nodded blankly, he remembered, but he was still having a headache with Zhenxiu’s sudden 

confession, what should he do now. 

The people around, including Park Cheon, were already dumbfounded. Not only was the bride poisoned 

by the groom, but it also led to the bride’s admiration for a Chinese man! 

“You must have thought I was very strange at that time. Why would I be folding frogs at that time? I 

guess I should tell you now...I found out at that time that I had fallen in love with you unknowingly, but 

you belonged to Sister Ruoxi. I can’t do something that would hurt her so I could only hide my love for 

you in my heart. I wanted to study hard, but I always thought of you in my heart, which made me 

confused, so I had to look for other things to do to distract myself. I tried to write a diary and everything 

inside was related to you, our arguments and fights and many other bad things… I wanted to hate you 

but I still ended up thinking about you, so I thought of using origami to vent my emotions. As if every 

time a frog was folded, the thoughts in my heart would be less...” 

Up to this point, Zhenxiu lowered her head and said, “But... I used to play with boys when I was a kid. 

The only origami I knew were the frog and the ninja dart, but I couldn’t put my thoughts in the ninja 

dart, because it would seem like I was hating you, so... I could only keep stacking frogs, one frog after 

another...” 

Yang Chen had already come back to his senses by then, he couldn’t help laughing when he heard such 

absurd words from Zhenxiu. 

However, when he thought of the delicate back stacking frogs silently under the lamp, Yang Chen 

couldn’t bring himself to laugh... 



Zhenxiu wiped the corner of her eyes, raised her head, and smiled and said, “I’m stupid right? I surely 

am. You must be laughing at me in your heart, but this is me, I don’t care if you laugh at me because I 

am brave enough to say it out loud.” 

“Zhenxiu, I...” 

“You don’t need to explain, and don’t talk about philosophies,” Zhenxiu said bitterly, “I slowly figured it 

out later on... You have always known my feelings for you. Your observational power is so strong and 

you can even discover the affairs of Eunjung and Kim Jip. How could you have missed me? Well, it’s just 

me trying to cover things up. That night, we sat in front of the convenience store and ate instant 

noodles, you knew that I wanted to kiss you, right? But you chose to pretend that nothing happened. 

My days without you all here in Seoul made me feel depressed whenever I thought about the past. 

Especially during autumn and winter, seeing the leaves falling from the tree, my heart felt like it was 

falling apart as well, it hurts.” 

Yang Chen seemed to see the time this girl spent in this familiar yet unfamiliar place, and his heart 

ached. 

“Big Brother Yang, you have always used the excuse of Kim Jip being a good man to prevaricate with me. 

Now, do you still think I should marry him?” 

“This... of course not,” Yang Chen obviously would be unwilling to push Zhenxiu into the fire pit. “I just 

didn’t expect that he would do such a thing...” 

“Of course you won’t, because you like me in your heart,” Zhenxiu suddenly said confidently, “You can 

kill people for me without hesitation, I can see what is deep in your eyes.” 

Yang Chen’s mouth twitched. “Girl, you can’t talk nonsense, I see you as my sister.” 

“Sister Huilin used to be your sister-in-law, don’t think of using these words to deal with me,” Zhenxiu 

said with her eyes widened. 

Yang Chen was completely out of touch, “You...this can’t be placed together, I am...” 

Yang Chen didn’t know how to talk to Zhenxiu, the lines of defense in his heart were falling apart with 

the girl’s surging offenses. 

Zhenxiu seemed to be a little pissed. She gritted her silver teeth and stomped her feet, “Big Brother 

Yang, are you a man!? I am a girl and I dare to say these things in front of so many people, can’t you just 

face your heart properly? Sister Ruoxi is going to divorce you! I’m not doing anything to betray her now! 

I am free and so are you! Why should the feelings of men and women be so complicated?! I just want to 

know your thoughts, not asking you to marry me right away, not asking you to give me all your love and 

stay with me forever! What are you even thinking of? Can’t you just use a short sentence and one word 

to explain, can’t you?” 

As if returning to the fierce and fierce young lady back then, Zhenxiu asked anxiously, “Do you like me? 

Just tell me you like me, and I will willingly be your woman, even if you don’t marry me. I have no 

regrets because this is my choice. If you say that you don’t, then I will leave obediently and be your 

sister in peace, or go to a place where you won’t be seen. I’ll simply find a man and live with him for the 

rest of my life, simple as that! colorsy it!” 



As if she was screaming, but everyone around her was speechless. Park Cheon looked at his 

granddaughter incredulously, as if he had never thought about it, he never knew that he had such a 

desperate side. 

“How can it be so simple...I...Hmm!” 

Before Yang Chen finished speaking, Zhenxiu had already jumped on him, hooked his neck, and her thin 

cherry lips pressed tightly against Yang Chen’s lips! 

Yang Chen’s heart was in a mess, and he didn’t even react at all, and it had turned into such a hot scene. 

The guests present shouted in exclamation, while Park Cheon and the others had pale faces. 

Zhenxiu kissed him hard, although she was not skilled in it, she gave in everything she could. It seemed 

that words could no longer express her suppressed emotions, and she wanted to give everything out. 

Yang Chen’s consciousness gradually became tangled up, his thoughts were flying, and the girl’s 

attractive virgin fragrance was just like the drug that made the brain intoxicated. 

In his mind, the scenes from the past emerged one by one just like the old movies... 

... 

At the door of the police station. 

The girl stuffed the crescent pendant into the man’s hand, “Uncle, this is for you. This is what my mother 

left to me, saying that it is an amulet and now I shall give it to you.” 

“How can I accept such a valuable thing? ” 

“Uncle is the first good person who is willing to come forward to protect me and make me feel that I 

have been treated well by others. I used to think it was this amulet that protected me. Now I feel that as 

long as there is my uncle here, I don’t need to be afraid anymore,” The girl’s eyes were filled with 

colours... 

... 

Upon white snow, the girl sat on a swing, and a man crouched in front of her body. 

“Oh...what a pretty girl. I couldn’t bear to let you go when I saw you. Little girl, would you go home with 

me? Although I seem a bit too young to be your father, is it okay for you to be my younger sister? 

Answer me, are you willing?” 

“Yes, I do, “the girl cried with joy. 

“Zhenxiu, if you feel that everyone in this world is going against you, then you must remember that 

there is such a person who will be willing to go against the world for you...” 

... 

In the darkness of night, the girl fell from the bridge, into the arms of a man. 

“I hate you!” 



The man grinned. “Hate me as you wish, it’s better than being sorry to me.” 

The girl’s eyes were red, and she suddenly hugged the man’s neck tightly. 

“Xu Zhenxiu, never think of yourself as a burden to those who love you. You are the unique Xu Zhenxiu 

in this world. Your life is the most precious to you and to us...” 

... 

Yang Chen felt as if he had a dream. When he woke up from the dream, he could detect the cold liquid 

on his cheeks and lips. 

Zhenxiu cried because Yang Chen looked indifferent. 

But at this moment, Yang Chen wrapped his two hands around the girl’s waist, and through the delicate 

wedding dress, he could touch her delicate skin. 

Zhenxiu’s breathing was stagnant, and a gorgeous color rose on her cheeks. She looked at Yang Chen 

with bright eyes. 

“Told you that you are still young, why are you crying now?” Yang Chen smiled relievedly, “Xu Zhenxiu, I 

have lost this time. I admit that I like you.” 

Zhenxiu’s eyes were misty from the beginning and gradually turned into ecstasy. In the end, her 

trembling thin lips showed a touch of shyness. 

Her tearful eyes seemed to be at the edge of a breakdown. 

“But, can you give me some time, I have always wanted to work hard to treat you as my sister, but now 

you are like this again, I...” 

“I know, but this is enough,” Zhenxiu smiled happily, like an innocent girl with candy. 

Chapter 1444 

Going With The Flow 

“No! Zhenxiu, you absolutely can’t be with Mr.Yang!” 

Park Cheon was stunned while watching the entire scene, and when he reacted at this moment, he 

broke out in panic, “You are the heir of my Park family, how can your life be such a trifle?!” 

Yang Chen was unhappy when he heard this, “Old Park, I don’t like what you are saying now. How can it 

be a trifle with me?” 

“Mr. Yang, you are my savior, but the Starmoon Group of my Park Family needs a qualified heir. You are 

a married person, if you get together with our Zhenxiu, won’t it make our Park Family a laughingstock?” 

Park Cheon was angry, but not daring to express it. Yang Chen was too unfathomable, he was well aware 

that he would not consider his identity as the richest man in Asia. 

Zhenxiu let go of Yang Chen, walked to her grandfather, and said, “Grandpa, you have already ruined my 

mother’s love. She lost because my father is not as good as you. This time, I won’t let you succeed. This 



is Xu Zhenxiu’s life and I will love a man you don’t like without any regrets, but this is a man who can 

defeat you.” 

Park Cheon’s face turned pale, and he thought of Zhenxiu’s mother Park Jiyi in his mind and he couldn’t 

help being speechless. 

“Zhenxiu...Grandpa is doing this for your own good...” 

“That’s just what you think, grandpa. But you saw that you nearly killed me for the sake of ‘my own 

good’. If it weren’t for Big Brother Yang, I wouldn’t be here today.” 

Park Cheon staggered backward and felt a little guilty, followed by an angry look at Kim Jip and Eunjung. 

Since just now, Kim Jip had been hugging Eunjung tightly. The young yet bitter couple seemed to have 

not bothered about whatever the outsiders thought of them. They just wanted to be quiet and embrace 

each other generously. 

“It’s all your fault, you bastard... I’ve treated you so well, how can you treat my Zhenxiu like this!!?” Park 

Cheon roared at Kim Jip. 

A hint of shame flashed across Kim Jip’s face, but her eyes were still determined, and she whispered: “I 

do everything for Eunjung.” 

Eunjung looked at the man affectionately, and she felt extremely happy and content at this moment. 

“Chairman Park”, Yang Chen walked to Park Cheon, hooked Park Cheon’s neck, and whispered in his ear: 

“Actually, you should be happy now...” 

Park Cheon snorted coldly, “Mr. Yang I’m really good at speaking. I thought you were an enlightened 

and righteous person, but I didn’t expect that in the end, you would refuse to let my family Zhenxiu go.” 

“Look at you, saying these kinds of stupid things. The people here are not stupid, and you know it. As 

soon as the matter revolving around Jing’s mother came out, you, President Park, were worthy of them. 

You and I are actually the same, men, always with regrets involving women. You have to treat women 

better. You have been ashamed of Eunjung’s mother for more than 20 years, and now Eunjung is right in 

front of you. Yes, there is a Jinzhe who is very devoted to her. I think you can actually live to be a 

hundred or so years old. After so many years, is it even possible to not bear my grandson?” 

Park Cheon heard this. With his gaze condensed, he turned his head to look at Yang Chen, frowning, as if 

thinking about the feasibility of Yang Chen’s words. 

Indeed, when Yang Chen said so, it seemed that Eunjung was really more valuable to the family than 

Zhenxiu. 

After all, Zhenxiu is still too young, and her heart is not here at all. Having lived in China since she was a 

child, she can’t bear such a sudden high society life, and she has to engage in a family business that she 

is not interested in. 

But Eunjung is different. Although this child came with a heart to avenge her biological father, she didn’t 

do anything to endanger the family. It can be seen that she has the blood of loyalty to the family flowing 

in her bones. 



Coupled with the tenacity of Eunjung’s hard work, tolerance, and restraint, she is definitely the best 

family heir. 

Upon thinking of this, Park Cheon’s face changed rapidly, and he walked arduously to Eunjung’s face, 

saying: “Eunjung, Jinzhe if you promise me one thing, I will not hold you accountable for what you did to 

Zhenxiu today. ” 

Kim Jip and Eunjung were startled, looking at Park Cheon inconceivably. They couldn’t believe that Park 

Cheon was going to let them go. They were going to poison Zhenxiu! 

In fact, they still underestimated Park Cheon. With his old-fashioned mind, in the final analysis, any kind 

of affection can be thrown away. As long as the family and their business kingdom are stable, it is the 

best choice! 

“President, what do you... want?” Eunjung asked with a trembling voice. 

Park Cheon’s eyes flickered, and he looked at Eunjung scorchingly, “You are my biological daughter, 

whether you admit it or not, I treat you as my own daughter, and Kim Jip is my powerful assistant. I am 

not against it. You are together, but from now on, you must, as members of the Pu family, dedicate 

everything for the Pu family and the Xingyue Group!” 

“What!?” Eunjung and Jinzhe looked at each other, which is undoubtedly right. It is a “wonderful” 

punishment for them! 

“I will teach you how to manage the company and how to manage the family. I don’t need you to forgive 

what I did to your mother. I only hope that you can protect the honor of the Pu family as the daughter of 

the Pu family”, Park Cheon said. 

There were tears in her eyes, and she had no reason to refuse, whether it was for herself or Jinzhe, so 

she nodded vigorously. 

“Thank you, President”. 

She hated Park Cheon at the beginning, but blood is thicker than water. The years of life in Pu’s house 

have gradually made her understand how cruel a big family can be to survive, and she also understands 

that it is inevitable for Park Cheon to make some ruthless choices. Coupled with Park Cheon’s willingness 

to let them go, naturally, there is a touch of gratitude. 

Park Cheon smiled relaxedly, showing a kind and fatherly expression, “You deserve it, my daughter.” 

Seeing this scene, the Pu Jiyan and other Pu family members who were present inevitably looked ugly. I 

didn’t expect it. Zhenxiu is gone, and Eunjung is about to be pushed up. 

Jane has been watching all this in silence. At this moment, she walked to Yang Chen and jokingly said: 

“It’s a good calculation. I got a little beauty and put the Pu family in order.” 

Yang Chen grinned and said: “Park Cheon is not. Stupid, I just called him earlier, wouldn’t it be great.” 

“Zhenxiu, don’t you hate Eunjung?” Jane asked the girl again. 



Zhenxiu shook her head. At this moment, there was only a happy smile on her face, “No, if it weren’t for 

uh...er...auntie, I haven’t had a chance to let Brother Yang confess to being lenient.” 

“What is confession and lenient? I didn’t break the law,” Yang Chen said embarrassingly. 

“You have smashed people into the mud, you haven’t broken the law.” Jane rolled her eyes, and the 

smell of blood still wafts on the grass. 

At this time, Eunjung and Kim Jip followed Park Cheon to Yang Chen. 

“Mr. Yang, thank you for not killing,” Kim Jip and Eunjung both bowed. 

“You have to be grateful to Zhenxiu, she left you Wanguan’s wealth, don’t blame you,” Yang Chen said. 

Zhenxiu stepped forward and grabbed Eunjung’s hand. “I didn’t expect sister Eunjung to be my aunt. No 

wonder she was that kind. Stay sweet with Kim Jip in the future as I have even given you my fiancé. You 

better give birth to a cute little chubby baby boy so that grandpa will have an heir.” 

Eunjung looked at Zhenxiu shyly and gratefully, “I... thank you, Miss.” 

“Call me Miss”, Zhenxiu pouted. 

“Thank you, Zhenxiu,” Eun Jing was obviously not used to the change of identity, and she whispered. 

Seeing this, Park Cheon couldn’t help but feel cherished. He laughed and said to the guests present: “I’m 

very happy today. My daughter Eunjung is back. Although the wedding has not been completed, I will 

give it to you soon. Kim Jip and Eunjung held a wedding. Everyone was frightened today, and I hope they 

will still be there next time.” 

He said that but the guests didn’t respond, and they all smiled embarrassedly, obviously scared by 

today’s bloody picture. NS. 

Yang Chen frowned, glanced around, and said, “Is it dumb to ask you what?” When asked by Yang Chen, 

the guests immediately responded loudly, expressing their willingness to participate, for fear of finding 

themselves. 

Park Cheon looked at these people around him with disdain. With Yang Chen’s relationship in the future, 

his position in Korea will become more and more stable. This is undoubtedly the biggest gain for Zhenxiu 

and Yang Chen. 

Gong Gyechung is dead, and there is only Kong Yu who is ruthless and resourceful in the Confucian 

family. It is not to be afraid. Park Cheon can easily eat the Confucian family, and the official can’t offend 

the Pu family for such a Confucian family. 

Today’s affairs, even if someone spreads gossip outside, are trivial matters. Park Chuan doesn’t care at 

all. Power and wealth determine everything. 

Chapter 1445 

The Forgotten Spring 

Two days later, Kim Jip and Eunjung were officially married, and the wedding banquet was still held. 



Originally there was no need to rush, but Yang Chen wanted to hurry up to refine the Dragon Pill and 

improve the cultivation of the women. So he let Park Cheon finish the wedding as soon as possible so 

that Zhenxiu would be done with family matters and can go to Zhonghai to cultivate with peace of mind. 

Zhenxiu had just started, although Yang Chen could make her reach the peak of the Houtian Stage day 

after tomorrow in a short time, but he couldn’t do it overnight. 

After everything was over, Yang Chen sent a plane to Zhonghai to pick up Tang Wan, An Xin, Li Jingjing. 

Of course, the chubby little girl was the first one to be picked up. 

As for Xiao Zhiqing, Yang Chen wanted her to follow, for fear that the girl would feel left out. However, 

Xiao Zhiqing refused because she wanted to accompany Wang Ma. Yang Chen thought that Wang Ma 

was indeed lonely, and Ma Guifang hadn’t come back from her hometown, so he didn’t force it. 

When everyone rushed to the Forgotten Realms, the Cai sisters, Rose, Mo Qianni, and Liu Mingyu, were 

already waiting at the airport. 

In spring, the Mediterranean climate was extremely comfortable and relaxing, and the women wore 

colorful island-style gauze skirts, looking fringed and graceful. 

Yang Chen hadn’t seen Rose and other women for a long time, and he would inevitably hug each other 

while saying some thoughtful words. However, both Rose and Cai Ning were cultivating the Soul 

Forming Stage, and each had a better understanding of the way of ‘Dao’. The relationship between men 

and women was not as sensitive as it used to be. 

Although Yang Chen’s figure was branded deep in their hearts, it was not as obvious as before. On the 

contrary, Yang Chen was more like a beloved child, making women a little helpless. Perhaps men would 

never grow up in front of people they liked. 

Suddenly there were ten beautiful women on the island, all of whom were the women of His Majesty 

Pluto. This made the hidden elites in the underground world on the island feel particularly interesting. 

There were no secular laws here, as long as they were the women of His Majesty Pluto, they were to be 

treated as the respectful lady, this was the truth that people living here must understand. 

Fortunately, none of these women had any bad tempers. At most, Cai Yan was the most proactive one, 

as she was always looking for those masters who lived in seclusion. But this was just a casual thing, no 

one found her annoying. 

The arrival of Lanlan set off a wave of excitement on the island because everyone learned that this was 

the child of Seventeen and Yang Chen, the significance was extraordinary. Everyone understood the 

meaning of Seventeen to Yang Chen, so they all wanted to flatter the good little princess. 

Lanlan suddenly had so many aunts, uncles, and grandparents, and couldn’t help but feel a little happy, 

because these elders would find delicious food and entertainment from everywhere. This caused her to 

lose time for practice and her daddy might pat her buttocks if she slacked off. 

But what interested Lanlan the most was the endless sea here, where you could swim and surf in the 

sea, and there were many children from the island residents who could play with her. 



The parents of these children were masters in certain aspects, they were either the thrifters on the sea 

or iron-blooded mercenaries and cold-blooded killers. Although they have retired, the first thing they 

taught their children was to survive the strong. 

Their children had also received some special training since they were young. For the “superior” little 

princess, the children admired her in their hearts, and they all followed Lanlan’s words, even the 

teenagers. 

Lanlan was very happy all of a sudden. It turned out that her father was right. The children in the 

kindergarten were afraid of Lanlan because they were “too weak.” 

These children had their own abilities, so naturally, they were not afraid of her and they liked playing 

with her. Especially when she killed a stupid shark and dragged it to the beach, the look and attention 

she got from the rest… It was amazing! 

The women knew that Yang Chen came over this time to quickly improve everyone’s strength. Naturally, 

they didn’t want to drag their feet. They also had the meaning of competing with each other. After all, 

Rose, Cai Ning, and Hui Lin were far ahead of the stage. 

During this period, Rose and Cai Ning were passionate and determined and they used the pill given by 

Yang Chen to quickly improve their cultivation. 

On the first day of arrival, Yang Chen ignored those old friends, and plunged into the basement of the 

castle, and began to close himself up to refine elixirs. 

There was only one Phoenix’s Blood Fruit, and Yang Chen didn’t know how many Dragon Pills could be 

refined at most, and the precious materials indicated that he must be extremely cautious! 

Therefore, Yang Chen was very serious, focused, and meticulous in this time’s refinement. 

Naturally, elixirs such as the Dragon Pill which were referred to as heaven pills would not be able to be 

completed within a day. 

Yang Chen continued to condense the Samadhi True Fire and spent three days and three nights refining 

with Chaos Cauldron to complete a furnace. 

When the Dragon Pills in the Chaos Cauldron succeeded, the entire basement exuded a faint dragon 

roar, bright and dazzling. 

Yang Chen was stunned for a while, this heaven pill refining was extraordinary, and it was able to exert 

supernatural effects on both the Dragon Soul and the fruit. 

Looking at the “Tushan Golden Elixir Menu” that Yu Xuening gave him, Yang Chen had to be sincerely 

grateful. If it weren’t for the nine-tailed celestial fox, he would not have obtained this top refining 

technique that was passed down in ancient times. 

It’s a pity that Yu Xuening’s life and death were divinations, Yang Chen could only sigh, his strength was 

not good enough and he wasn’t able to care about her. 

After Yang Chen succeeded in the refining process, the surging spiritual aura of heaven and earth 

exuded had attracted Rose and Cai Ning who were cultivating on the reefs of the island. 



The second he walked out, the two women flew outside the castle, with excitement and joy on their 

faces, waiting for their beloved man to appear. 

Yang Chen walked out and saw the two women looking at him with a smile. He deliberately raised his 

eyebrows and said, “You two are here in such a hurry but I still won’t give you the Dragon Pills. These 

are for people who want to break into the Xiantian Stage, you two Soul Forming ones shall not snatch.” 

“Sheesh, I and Ning’er are not so bad,” Rose in a purple dress flew to Yang Chen and stretched out her 

hand to touch Yang Chen’s cheeks, “You look pale, even you will get exhausted after using the Samadhi 

True Fire for three days straight huh?” 

“It only cost me a little vitals, but I can recover immediately if you let me suck in some of your nectar, 

my dear Rose,” Yang Chen smirked and then bit Rose’s lips as he lowered his head. 

A hot and damp lingering french kiss made Cai Ning who was next to him look a little overwhelmed, and 

coughed in a clear voice, “Okay, let’s talk about it, how many did you refine? Is it enough?” 

As their lips parted, Rose smiled,” Oh, Ning’er is jealous, you can come and kiss, and I won’t snatch it 

with you.” 

Cai Ning ignored her tease, blushing and pretending not to hear. 

Yang Chen smiled and stepped forward, holding a beautiful woman in each arm, and said, “There are too 

few Phoenix’s Blood Fruit, I only have ten pills with me. You and Rose can’t take anymore, but the others 

can use it to break through Xiantian from Houtian.” 

“That’s good enough. Judging from the spiritual aura of this pill, it is extremely valuable. Rose and I have 

eaten it with little effect, leave it to the other sisters,” Cai Ning said lightly as always. 

Yang Chen smiled and said: “Ning’er, what’s so delicious about the elixir? You don’t have to feel sad, 

your man can definitely feed you with something else, in other words...it seems to be bigger...is it 

because I developed it...” 

Cai Ning didn’t understand what it meant when he heard it, and then looked at the fascinating eyes of 

Yang Chen staring at her chest, and she immediately stepped on the back of Yang Chen’s feet with 

anger, she was so ashamed and embarrassed! 

But her heart was a little startled. Since the last time they did it in Sicily, the two have not had any 

intimate behaviors. It was impossible to say that they had not thought of it before. After all, it was 

wonderful to enjoy the fun of intimacy with your beloved man. 

Yang Chen joked with the two women but did not fall into their tender dreams. 

Soon, Yang Chen called the women back to the castle. These days, the women had each claimed a room. 

The castle was too big, and it was more than enough for everyone to live in an independent room. 

However, coincidentally, none of them chose the master bedroom. 

Yang Chen took out the refined Dragon Pill. In the jade bottle, the pill exuded a light golden brilliance, as 

delicate as a pearl. 



Tang Wan, An Xin, Cai Yan, Li Jingjing, Liu Mingyu, Mo Qianni, and Jane all took one. But because 

Zhenxiu had just practiced for a few days, even with the support of a large number of low-grade spirit 

pills given by Yang Chen, she had not reached the peak of Houtian yet. Yang Chen didn’t rush to give it to 

her, because she couldn’t bear it. 

Eight of the ten were removed, and two were left. Yang Chen wondered if one should be given to Lin 

Ruoxi. 

Chapter 1446 

A Surprise 

However, Yang Chen was not in a hurry to give Lin Ruoxi a pill. If the women choose to break through, 

he must first see how they were doing. 

Looking at the panic of the women, Yang Chen spoke earnestly, “Just a heads up, although this Dragon 

Pill is powerful, as far as I know, there will be huge pain after taking it. If you do not want to try, it 

doesn’t matter, I am not a strict discipline master, but I am here to make you neat and safe. I don’t need 

you all to improve immediately as well, after all, even if you are in the Xiantian Stage, it doesn’t 

necessarily mean that you can reach Soul Forming stage immediately. 

Seeing Yang Chen’s serious expression, the girls were touched and somewhat amused. 

“You are making it sound like we are three-year-old children, don’t you know that we women can eat all 

the hardships to be permanently young?” Tang Wan smiled. 

Yang Chen scratched his head. “The thing is even I don’t know how painful this is and how will you feel, 

if you are in pain, I will feel distressed.” 

“It seems that you still have some conscience in you. Then look carefully, this lady will be the first person 

to eat it,” Cai Yan was the most anxious. She picked up the Dragon Pill and stuffed it into her mouth. 

She undoubtedly wanted to be the first “experiment”. She was so courageous that other women 

couldn’t help but sweat for her. 

“Yanyan! Don’t...sheesh” 

Cai Ning, as her biological sister, had a heartbeat in her throat. Seeing that Cai Yan had subdued the 

Dragon Pill, she quickly picked up her sister and flew to the basement. 

Yang Chen followed closely and had to see with her own eyes whether Cai Yan could refine the entire 

Dragon Pill’s medicinal properties. 

In the basement, Cai Yan was sitting on a soft woven futon. She was already covered with fine beads of 

sweat at some time, and the medicine of the Dragon Pill was volatilizing far more swiftly than imagined. 

The constantly surging Xiantian spiritual aura could be seen around her body, and you could feel that 

Dragon Pill was following her body’s meridians to constantly cleanse the impurities in her body, 

stabilizing and expanding the meridians. 



Cai Ning looked nervous, always paying attention to the aura of Cai Yan’s body, for fear that the 

meridians could not persist and would burst. Several times where it was very dangerous, she was 

tempted to pass her some True Yuan to assist her. 

But Yang Chen stopped Cai Ning, shook his head, and said, “If you don’t have to, don’t interfere with 

Yanyan. The process of the Dragon Pill purifying the body is the most delicate process of experiencing 

the combination of your body and spiritual aura. If you cannot persevere with your own effort, it will be 

a great loss detrimental to your future cultivation.” 

Although Cai Ning knew that this was the case, she couldn’t help but be worried. 

Fortunately, Cai Yan also had a strong temperament. She gritted her teeth and insisted on not stopping 

the exercises taught by Yang Chen. Running the spiritual aura in the body, and after removing the 

impurities trace by trace, the aura that was transformed into Xiantian True Qi was gradually precipitated 

in her core. 

Even so, Cai Yan trembled in pain and was sustaining purely with her willpower. 

For more than half an hour, Cai Yan’s body already had a layer of dark bloodstain on her body, which 

was exactly the large amount of impurities removed from her body. 

However, she looked more comfortable than before. She was not disturbed by the outside world. 

Instead, she was regulating the qualitative change of the True Qi in her body more smoothly. 

Yang Chen’s eyes were bright, and the other women also noticed the abnormality. 

“Yanyan’s aura is so much stronger than before?!” Cai Ning admired incredulously. 

“Dragon Pill is indeed worthy to be the heaven pill of ancient times. This True Qi wasn’t so strong when I 

first entered Xiantian. I am afraid that she has directly entered the mid-stage of Xiantian,” Rose said. 

Yang Chen laughed and said, “Well, Yanyan has passed the dangerous period, and the effect of Hualong 

Pill has not ended. Now she must be filled with the Xiantian aura and True Qi because of her 

breakthrough in her Xiantian stage, and she has begun to ‘enter into concentration’. This is a great 

opportunity, so let’s not bother her, let’s all go out first.” 

Part of the reason why cultivation was against the rules of heaven, was due to the contrary to common 

sense. 

It stood to reason that most things in the world such as hardworking abilities could be used to make up 

for one’s weaknesses, but cultivation was different. Often, talent and luck determined the vast majority 

of the results of cultivation. 

Just like Master Insect who didn’t enter the Soul Forming Stage until he was over a hundred years old. 

His appearance had changed and it was another hundred years for him to reach the Tribulation Passing 

Stage. 

However, Yang Chen, a young man in his twenties, had entered the Full Cycle of the Tai Qing Heavenly 

Lightning Tribulation Stage from the Xiantian Stage within two years. In addition, he was not far from 

the Shang Qing Heavenly Lightning Tribulation Stage and was completely different from Master Insect. 



Even though Yang Chen had his own tenacity, it was undeniable that it was also a huge contrast caused 

by great good fortune, comprehension of talent, and roots. It was not possible to make up for these 

unfair gaps by just cultivating constantly. 

In contrast, Yang Chen’s women entered the Xiantian Stage and even the Soul Forming Stage, at this 

point, it was nothing to be surprised about. Compared to Yang Chen, they had more resources and far 

exceeded those of the hidden clan in the illusion realm and the masters of Hongmeng. 

After confirming the efficacy of the Dragon Pill, Yang Chen was not eager to let the women make 

breakthroughs for a while. It was already night and it was rare for everyone to gather together. As the 

head of the family, Yang Chen naturally wanted to have dinner together. 

He had not talked to the chubby little girl for many days. Yang Chen missed her a lot and wanted to 

check out on her ‘homework’ as well. 

Dinner was set out in the dining hall inside the castle. The chef that Ron had invited quickly laid out a 

whole table of dishes from various countries, combining the East and the West. 

Yang Chen sat in the seat of the master, and the women on both sides were talking and laughing, 

looking very harmonious. 

There was a slight smile on Yang Chen’s face, but there was some regret in his heart, but it was a pity 

that some people might never sit with them for a meal again. 

Lanlan had eaten more these days than when he was in Zhonghai. It seemed that her small face had 

become a little rounder, but Yang Chen thought that his daughter would look good forever, so it didn’t 

matter. 

“Daddy, when are we going back to Zhonghai?” Lanlan’s seat was close to Yang Chen, who was grabbing 

a huge turkey leg and gnawing at it. 

Yang Chen smiled and said, “Why? Are you not having fun here?” 

Lanlan pouted, “Happy, but Lanlan missed the kids in the kindergarten.” 

Speaking of which, the freshness of the chubby little girl on the island was over and the colorful life in 

Zhonghai city was probably more interesting. Although the children there were not as good as the ones 

here, there were mainly boys on this island, even if there were girls, they were all tomboys. They would 

not want to play other games but only call her ‘princess’. 

“There are still two days before the kindergarten starts, daddy will take you back by then,” Yang Chen 

touched his daughter’s head. 

“Me too,” Mo Qianni was sitting beside Lanlan, “Aunt Qianni will also accompany Lanlan back, and send 

you to school. 

Lanlan immediately nodded with a sweet smile. 

At this moment, a figure rushed in from outside the restaurant like a gust of wind. 



“You are too much! How can you leave me alone in the basement while you all are having dinner here!” 

It was Cai Yan who had already woken up. 

Cai Yan, who had washed her body and changed into a clean dress, looked as light as a swallow at the 

moment, and her gestures were light and agile. 

“The final stage of Xiantian?” 

Yang Chen, Rose, and Cai Ning looked at each other, and they all saw surprises in each other’s eyes. The 

effect of the Dragon Pill was far beyond imagination! 

The women were busy asking Cai Yan how she was feeling, but she couldn’t control herself and rushed 

to the table to pick up a large fried Australian lobster and started gnawing. 

“Wait...Wait for me to eat...I’m starving...” Cai Yan said vaguely. 

When the impurities in the body were exhausted, Cai Yan was also completely fasted. Naturally, she was 

extremely hungry now. 

Lanlan suddenly yelled, standing up as if she was about to cry, “Aunt Yanyan is bad! Lanlan saved that 

for the last! Don’t snatch it from me!” 

Cai Yan’s mouth was bulging, those shiny red lips said, “I’ve been treating you so well since the start! 

Isn’t it just a lobster? Aunt will eat it no matter what!” She raised her head at Lanlan. 

Lanlan pursed her lips and was distressed to death, and her little face was full of pity. 

“Hey, Yanyan, why did you grab things from Lanlan? Just eat something else,” Cai Ning said helplessly, 

pulling her sister’s clothes. 

Cai Yan said righteously, “Sister, you don’t understand, children should not be too spoiled, especially like 

our Lanlan. She had such good living conditions and everyone spoils her, so we must let her know that 

the adults need to eat as well. It’s not that we don’t like to eat it, that’s why we give it all to her.” 

“Where did all these philosophies come from? It’s obvious that you are fighting against the child,” Cai 

Ning shook her head and sighed. 

However, when Cai Yan and Lanlan were so troubled, the dinner became especially funny, and time 

rushed by in the laughter. 

Chapter 1447 

Wisdom And Benefits Are Able To Spread Over The World 

At night, Yang Chen naturally wouldn’t let Cai Ning and Rose go as both hadn’t made affection with him 

for a long time. Both of them were in the mid of the Soul Forming Stage, although their physical strength 

was not comparable to Yang Chen, continuing all night long was not an issue. 

Yang Chen “played against each other” and used all his tricks, which made the two women feel a little 

bit overwhelmed. It’s not that they couldn’t keep up with their physical strength, but the kind of hotness 

and enthusiasm that could melt the whole person made them feel as if living in a fantasy. 



In the end, the conservative Cai Ning was also dizzy, letting go of her inner restraint, entangled with 

Yang Chen and Rose. She even made some gestures that she could not even imagine in the past. 

The two women didn’t stop Yang Chen from asking for it. Firstly, they could still sustain, and secondly, 

they wanted a child so bad. Especially after getting in touch with Lanlan, their desire to have a child was 

extremely strong. 

However, there was still a big gap between the cultivation base of the Soul Forming Stage and Yang 

Chen. Although there was a chance of getting pregnant, it was not that big. 

When the sky was about to turn bright, without knowing how many times that this happened, he once 

again reached the incredible peak with Rose. 

The three of them laid together naked, Yang Chen held one of them on each side and could feel each 

other’s breath, pulsation, and oh the sweet tranquility. 

Suddenly, Rose’s enchanting body twisted, leaving Yang Chen’s arms. Leaning her jade legs on his thighs, 

lying there sideways with her plump buttocks resting on his thighs. 

“What are you doing my dear Rose? Won’t you let me hug you after such a long time?” Yang Chen asked 

with a smile. 

“Lying on your back seems like it will flow out from below, how wasteful then? It can’t flow out when I 

lean like this, maybe it can increase the chance of getting pregnant too,” Rose said. 

The corner of Yang Chen’s mouth twitched, and smiled bitterly at the innocent woman, “There’s no such 

thing, don’t I always rush into the innermost part? If it’s meant to be, you will get it.” 

“It doesn’t hurt to try,” Rose insisted on her opinion. 

Cai Ning on the side blushed while hearing those words and her eyes were blinking, “Rose, I heard those 

things of the men can survive in a woman’s body for a day or two. Are you going to be pushing your legs 

and buttocks for two days? Well, then I’ll ask other sisters to come and see you, and send you some 

food and drinks too.” 

“Hey, even Ning’Er knows these. It seems that you care about it a lot too, did you check it out on 

purpose?” Rose teased her back. 

Cai Ning rolled her eyes and turned over ignoring her. 

Yang Chen sighed and said solemnly, “You all want children so much huh? Why don’t I sacrifice a little 

and give you more filling and hope?” 

“What are you talking about!? ‘Filling’? How disgusting!” Rose kicked Yang Chen and chuckled, “Let’s 

protect the sisters to break through the Xiantian Stage later. We must have made a lot of noises last 

night and they are going to laugh at us.” 

“What are you afraid of? Everyone is the same. Tonight I will be evil to harm the rest! I won’t let you 

suffer alone! In fact, Tang Wan’s voice is actually louder than yours, and you can listen to it,” Yang Chen 

was very excited. 



“How enjoyable of you. Isn’t it comforting to be surrounded by so many women? If you are really 

capable, let me and Ning’Er observe it live.” 

“This...” Yang Chen said earnestly, “I will continue to fight for the cause of sleeping together, my dear 

Rose, just wait.” 

Cai Ning on the side shook her head straight. “I don’t want to watch it, neither will I allow others to look 

at me, you two can go act yourselves!” 

“Hmph, you won’t have a say in this. Me as your sister, I will subdue you, little traitor, now!” Rose smiled 

and suddenly rushed to press on Cai Ning. 

Cai Ning was not convinced. “You won’t know who’s the true sister here!” 

The two women screamed while laughing, and they twisted together right after. Their bodies were 

tightly against each other and their legs were entangled together, what scenery. 

Yang Chen looked at the women “struggling” on the bed and sighed contentedly. If there was a day that 

he could live in seclusion here without any need to worry about a stable existence, what could be 

better? 

For a better breakthrough of the stages, the breakfast in the castle was not served. The women got up 

early and used the exercises given by Yang Chen to adjust the True Qi of the whole body. 

When they were ready, all the women took the Dragon Pill in the basement. Yang Chen, Cai Ning, and 

Rose were guarding them and were ready to help the ones that could not sustain themselves. 

Cai Yan had experienced the pain of the purification of the body and bones in person last night, so 

watching the other sisters holding back her movement there, she felt the muscles tightening all over her 

body. 

Time slowly passed, and the entire basement was filled with powerful spiritual auras emitted by the 

Dragon Pill. 

Yang Chen suddenly discovered that everyone taking the Dragon Pill in a unified way has another 

advantage, which was to increase the density of the spiritual energy to a higher level, which had a 

certain boosting effect on the purification process. 

The degree of solidification of the acquired Houtian True Qi also affected the speed of purification to a 

certain extent. 

At noon, Tang Wan and Mo Qianni both completed their breakthroughs, followed by Liu Mingyu and An 

Xin’s breakthrough. 

Until the afternoon, Li Jingjing, who had a relatively short training time, successfully passed the 

dangerous period. Several times Rose couldn’t help wanting to support her but was stopped by Yang 

Chen. Fortunately, she passed the test safely. 

The women who had completed the breakthrough were excited and realized the changes in their 

bodies, the condensed True Qi in their cores, and their strength were way different from before. 



However, after noticing the dirt on their bodies, they felt disgusted and quickly ran to clean and change 

clothes, just like Cai Yan. 

After the women had changed into clean clothes and returned to the basement with their fragrant 

outfits, only to find that Jane, who had not broken through in the end, was still sitting there cross-

legged, motionless. 

“Honey, Jane doesn’t seem to be in pain, is she as settled as Yanyan?” Anxin asked curiously. 

Yang Chen was astonished at this moment, and nodded, “Jane and Yanyan had similarities. They both 

received relatively strict training and their physique before cultivation was quite good. Therefore, the 

pain of the purification process will be less torturing. In this way, there is sufficient energy to feel the 

instant change of breakthrough. Relatively speaking, Jane has some innate advantages that we don’t 

have. Her knowledge is very rich, even people like me who will never forget things once seen, we don’t 

know as much as she does. Because there are so many cognitions about the universe, civilization, and 

life beyond modern times that only Jane knows. We will never know what she is thinking about and she 

won’t tell us about the problem, because we don’t understand. She used to have a lot of contact with 

Western civilization, but now she has merged with our Eastern culture. Perhaps, she can take a special 

path of cultivation. You see, Jane’s concentration is obviously much more relaxed than Yanyan, and 

without many painful changes, she entered this state safely, and she absorbs the spiritual aura very 

fast.” 

“It seems to be the case. Her current Xiantian True Qi is as thick as Yanyan. Maybe it won’t take long 

before she steps into the Soul Forming Stage, her wisdom is terrifying,” Rose admired. 

“The ancient Buddhist Bodhisattva Vimalakirti once said, ‘Supernatural powers can move in the ten 

directions, wisdom and benefits can spread over the world.’ Wisdom and Dharma can also be used the 

same way as Tao. Jane’s ‘Tao’ has already been deep and I taught her practice techniques to clear her 

doubts away.” 

Yang Chen also sighed in his words. He always felt that his talent was the tallest among all the people he 

had encountered so far. However looking at Jane now, perhaps, this woman was indistinguishable from 

herself. 

“Let’s not disturb her and leave, Jane may have entered a deeper level of ‘meditation’ than entering 

‘concentration’ now, feeling the magic of heaven,” Yang Chen said. 

Naturally, the women would not object, and they were somewhat envious of Jane’s talent, but after all, 

people were different and cannot be forced. 

What’s more, entering the Xiantian Stage could already keep their faces from getting old for at least 

decades, which was enough to make them extremely excited. 

Jane entered the meditation like this, and after a full day and night, there was no sign of leaving. 

Yang Chen went to see it once in the middle of the way and saw that the stains on the woman’s body 

were completely cleaned out of her body. This was peculiar, and he didn’t know how Jane did it in the 

process of meditation. 



But Jane’s Xiantian True Qi was indeed getting thicker and thicker, and she had reached the Xiantian Full 

Cycle. Yang Chen even felt that she was going to step into the Soul Forming Stage, all she needed was 

just an epiphany of ‘Tao’. 

Chapter 1448 

Righteous Without Desire 

On Jane’s increasingly brightened face, she maintained a faint and comfortable smile. Yang Chen knew 

that the woman was immersed in a special kind of insight, just like when he saw the ant’s nest and had 

an epiphany. It was a mysterious yet amazing experience. 

In the blink of an eye, another day and night passed, Jane still did not get out of the meditation, but the 

spiritual aura in the entire basement had been absorbed, even the ones coming from outside. Yang Chen 

became more and more convinced that it would not be surprising if Jane managed to break through the 

Soul Forming Stage. Although it was all the same stage, there would still be a difference in the grades. 

Based on having extremely powerful innate True Qi, stepping into the Soul Forming Stage was different 

from the ordinary. Given the difference in the foundation, the tamped innate True Qi was transformed 

into True Yuan, and the power would be greatly different as well. 

On the other hand, the women who entered the Xiantian Stage began to train their fighting skills. They 

didn’t expect how much they could kill, but they wanted to have a stronger ability to protect 

themselves. 

Yang Chen once read a large number of martial arts classics from various schools in the Tang Sect. After 

analyzing and collating, they compiled a series of comprehensive tricks. These tricks were not very 

gorgeous, but they were very practical. 

However, the women had limited martial arts foundations, so it would inevitably take some time for 

them to learn. 

The sky was bright and clear without the presence of the clouds. 

To the west, on a beach near the castle surrounded by beautiful white sand. 

Here, Yang Chen instructed the women to conduct actual combat training, which was actually to 

prepare for the future if they enter the Soul Forming Stage. 

Although magic weapons and spells account for the largest proportion of battles above the Soul Forming 

stage, but to put it bluntly, physical attacks were converted into a large number of True Yuan attacks. As 

long as you learn these fighting skills, the battle of the Soul Forming Stage would just be an additional 

skill. 

Most importantly, Yang Chen wanted to cultivate the concept of fighting for women. The tricks were 

dead and people were alive. A true master, regardless of the tricks, could kill the opponent anyway. 

“My dear An Xin, you are too gentle. If you fight like this, you will be beaten into the sea by Tang Wan.” 

“Jingjing, don’t always think about suppressing Qianni, try to defend first and then look for opportunities 

to counterattack…” 



Yang Chen explained and directed them one by one, and the women were also very serious. 

Cai Ning and Rose also assisted him. All of them were in the Xiantian Stage, they learned very quickly 

and were not difficult to teach. 

What surprised Yang Chen was that Liu Mingyu’s understanding of the fighting concept was so 

outstanding. Originally, Cai Yan had the True Qi of the Xiantian final stage and was proficient in fighting 

skills, but Liu Mingyu was not bad at all. Relying on Yang Chen’s guidance, her fight with Cai Yan was on 

par. 

“Honey, did you realize that Mingyu seems to be very good at leveraging the strength and overcoming 

strength with softness? This has something to do with the content of Tai Chi in the martial arts you 

teach, but Mingyu seems to master it pretty well. Yanyan is more aggressive, she’s precise and fast in 

her moves but she can’t seem to do much to Mingyu,” Cai Ning said in surprise. 

Yang Chen smiled with satisfaction, “Mingyu’s temperament is more similar to you, but compared to 

you, Mingyu is more ordinary. Although she has average understanding, she is said to be ‘righteous 

without desire.’ She doesn’t want the best, nor is she obsessed with vying for anything. Neither eager 

nor impatient, with such a peaceful mentality, if she breaks through and enters the Soul Forming Stage, I 

am afraid that her future achievements will be limitless.” 

Seeing Cai Yan being violently thundered by Liu Mingyu’s calm and unhurried rectification, Yang Chen 

couldn’t help laughing. 

Yang Chen was naturally happy that his own woman had an excellent prospect for cultivation, because it 

was more secure in this way. 

Just as the women were engrossed in the practice, a white shadow fell from the north in the sky. 

Yang Chen, Rose, and Cai Ning had all found out early and looked at the direction in surprise. 

A white pleated dress, like a fairy on a wave, a woman with flying black hair was Hui Lin. 

Hui Lin looked more and more like an international superstar, and the fairy-like temperament made her 

look more dreamy. 

“Hui Lin, why are you here?” Yang Chen joked, “I should arrange people to welcome the international 

superstar.” 

Hui Lin smiled and greeted the other women with a little shyness, “Brother Yang, don’t laugh at me, I’m 

just a singer, how can you be like the others?” 

Hui Lin, who was releasing a new album and having a fiery career, was already on a world tour. In 

February and March, it happened to be in time for Milan Fashion Week’s autumn and winter collection 

launch. She would also be in Italy and participate in some internationally known fashion launches. 

Knowing that Yang Chen and the girls were on the island, Hui Lin came over. Using her divine sense, she 

managed to find her. 

“Hui Lin, you are now the darling of the world’s major media. If you run over and play missing, are you 

not afraid that the staff members might go crazy?” An Xin chuckled. 



Hui Lin smiled and said, “I did care about these things before, but somehow after entering the Soul 

Forming Stage, I feel that these are just trivial matters, and I don’t want to worry about the emotions of 

the staff. I told them that I would travel alone and they can take care of the press with their methods, no 

matter the outcome.” 

“That’s because your perspective has changed. Above the Soul Forming Stage are truly otherworldly, 

you will naturally have a different perspective about the people in this world. Why else will there be so 

many cultivators willing to enter Hongmeng? It’s because, for the vast majority of cultivators, the 

secular charm has been greatly reduced,” Yang Chen said, “If you didn’t like singing and rhythm, I’m 

afraid you would have already withdrawn from the entertainment industry.” 

Hui Lin nodded in agreement, “Yes, I’m only interested in singing and studying music. I don’t want to 

appear on any programs or talk about any interviews.” 

“You are right in time Hui Lin, how about a fight with me?” 

Rose stepped forward at this time and said, “You are also in the middle of the Soul Forming Stage, your 

True Yuan is quite good as well. I have not played with you yet and I am tired of playing with Ning’Er. 

Fighting with honey will be useless as I always get suppressed, it’s hard to find an opponent.” 

Hui Lin hesitated, but looking at Yang Chen, and saw that the latter was very encouraging, so she agreed. 

Hui Lin followed her grandmother Yunmiao to practice in Shushan since she was a child. In fact, her 

martial arts had always been good, but the girl didn’t like fighting and was normally quiet. 

The other women also stopped, watching with interest Hui Lin and Rose flying into the air, above the 

sea, and standing in confrontation. 

“My kung fu comes from Shushan. I am accustomed to using swords, it is not a magic weapon, but an 

ordinary saber. It’ll be unfair if Sister Rose uses a magic weapon” Hui Lin said. 

Although she obtained the Fengling Piano from Yang Chen, she did not intend to use it as a weapon. One 

was because she wasn’t familiar with it, the other was that she wanted to keep it as a gift of love. 

Yang Chen was in the audience, thinking about how to refine some magic weapons for the women in the 

future. Although he had the Xuanshui on hand, it was snatched by him and it was not suitable for Hui Lin 

to use it for the time being. 

It was a pity that he didn’t know how to refine the magic weapon for the time being. In fact, he had the 

materials taken from the Master Insect, and there were rare goods such as dragon bones, dragon blood, 

dragon skin, and dragon tendons. 

“Don’t worry, I won’t use any magic weapons. They are all spells that I have learned from my ‘Rainfall 

Tao’,” Rose smiled lightly. 

“That’s okay, I’m coming for you!” Hui Lin said, taking out her willow leaf sword from the Mustard Sume 

Ring, and flew towards Rose! 

With a twist of Rose’s hand, a group of water spirits suddenly condensed in front of him, forming a 

winding chain, entwining Hui Lin’s rotating sword, and slowing Hui Lin’s figure. 



A sharp sword-shaped aura bursted out from Hui Lin’s long sword, shattering the thick water spirit, and 

continued to move forward. 

Rose flew backward in no hurry, calling out a large swath of water spirits to condense in the air, forming 

a dense ice crystal, like a strong ice crystal wind, sweeping towards Hui Lin. 

“Nebula Sword Technique!” 

Hui Lin turned wisely, and the long sword swung out a piece of True Yuan, forming a vast cloud of bright 

red True Yuan, and countless light-colored glaze True Yuan transformed into sword aura, moving 

towards the wind force of the ice crystals! 

The dense Nebula Sword Technique collided with the ice crystals, and there was a burst of dense 

explosions in the sky, like thunderstorms. 

Abbess Yun Miao, who used to be in the Xiantian Stage, also used the Nebula Sword Technique, but 

compared with Hui Lin’s Soul Forming Stage, the power was far different. 

Rose skillfully condensed the water spirits into a water shield, blocked the sword aura, and controlled a 

large area of ??ice, attacking Hui Lin from all directions. 

Hui Lin’s sword aura was like a dense city wall, covering her whole body, the sword blossomed, and she 

wielded pieces of sword shadows, and she was inextricably fought against Rose. 

After half a cup of tea, Hui Lin condensed a sword orbit to protect her body, traversed a dense Xuanshui, 

splitting several ice ridges, and slammed directly on Rose’s water shield! 

“Bang!” 

The water shield couldn’t bear the sharp tearing force of the sword orbit and finally collapsed. Rose 

gasped lightly and flew back tens of meters. 

Hui Lin didn’t continue pursuing as the results of the fight were clearly shown. 

“Sure enough, one who came out halfway is no match for those who practiced since childhood, I lost,” 

Rose felt a little helpless, Hui Lin was even better than Cai Ning. 

“Not at all,” Yang Chen explained on the ground, “My dear Rose, your ‘Tao’ is an epiphany from the 

majestic thunderstorm rain. It is a vast and infinite way, and what you are good at is the overwhelming 

offensive. Hui Lin uses Shushan swordsmanship and she is better at condensing her offensive power 

one-on-one. The sword is a weapon for the balance of offense and defense, and the swordsmanship is 

the same. So it is normal for you to lose...” 

Just as Yang Chen was about to speak further, with a dazed expression, he suddenly looked towards the 

castle, and said in amazement, “Jane... has broken through!?” 

Chapter 1449 

Time And Space Realm 

*A completely brand new coercion of a Soul Forming cultivator came from the castle, without a doubt, it 

was Jane who entered the Soul Forming Stage after enlightenment! 



This oppression of the True Yuan was something Yang Chen had never felt before, and it was much 

stronger than Rose, Hui Lin, and Cai Ning, and seemed to be even stronger than when he first stepped 

into the Soul Forming Stage! 

What he himself practiced was the genuine ‘Endless Resolve Restoration Scripture’, which could help 

indirectly stepping into the ultimate technique of the Nine Heavenly Lightning Tribulation, even if it was 

not seen much more than 20,000 years ago. 

What Jane cultivated were only the exercises she summarized and practiced which were, in essence, 

different from the ‘Endless Resolve Restoration Scripture’. However, Jane used this exercise to reach 

such a high-powered Soul Forming Stage in one fell swoop?! 

“How amazing. The surrounding spiritual energy is starting to flock to Jane frantically. Her cultivation 

level should be in the Early Soul Forming Stage, but it has surpassed me and Rose. At her current speed, 

I am afraid that it will not take long to enter the end of the Soul Forming Stage!” Cai Ning exclaimed. 

“Jane’s ‘Tao’ is probably much more mysterious than ours, so she absorbs the Heaven and Earth spiritual 

aura fast and pure. The way of wisdom is indeed a profound method,” Yang Chen couldn’t help feeling. 

Amidst the surprises of the women, Jane finally flew out of the castle and landed lightly on the beach. 

Her amber hair was dancing with the wind, and her body was graceful and tall, along with the perfect 

and noble face that was a little more holy and mysterious. 

At this moment, Jane looked like Christen and Aphrodite, who exuded supernatural power after 

breaking through, and became the goddess of beauty in the myth of the Western world. 

“Dear Little Jane, is it necessary to scare me like this? Your breakthrough speed is too amazing, if this 

continues, I have to rely on you for protection,” Yang Chen sighed. 

Jane smiled softly, “I still have a long way to go. I just understood some of the furthest of the supreme 

laws between heaven and Earth. Upon entering the Soul Forming Stage, I feel that the world in front of 

me is extraordinarily vast, and the world that needs to be explored is also extremely mysterious. 

“Jane, what have you understood? “Cai Ning curiously asked. 

“It’s hard to tell, sister Ning’er, you can give it a try,” Jane’s azure blue eyes revealed calm confidence. 

Cai Ning subconsciously knew that she would not be Jane’s opponent, but she wanted to experience it, 

so she soared into the air. The starry golden aura condensed all over her body, like countless flashes of 

electric light, which instantly fell towards Jane’s location. ! 

It was exactly what Cai Ning was good at, the True Yuan spells derived from the Sky-encompassing 

Flower Rain technique. 

Jane didn’t make any big moves. Her True Yuan surged, and a special space suddenly appeared around 

her body. When the sharp golden aura condensed by these True Yuan entered the space, the speed 

slowed down at that instant! 

Just like a slow-motion playback, everyone could see the sharp golden aura like a beam of light, turning 

into a thin thread. 



“The realm technique?” 

Yang Chen was stunned. He had seen the stunt ‘Xuanbing Realm’ performed by Northern Dark Ice Soul 

people in Australia, but Jane’s realm was much better than that of Xuanbing Realm! 

Time had been slowed down inside, and space seemed to have been distorted inside! 

In midair, Cai Ning was stunned. She then noticed that the countless fine and sharp golden aura was 

shooting back in her direction! 

Cai Ning’s body movements were extremely fast and she avoided the attack easily, but it still shocked 

her. 

Jane gently retracted her realm and said with joy, “This is something I have learned from the 

relationship between space and time that I have been thinking about for many years. It is still immature, 

but it can still be used.” 

“This is not the space laws, the law of space is driven by mental power, but this kind of realm technique 

of yours is a simulation-driven by the True Yuan, all relying on your understanding of space and time. If 

you can utilize Heaven and Earth Energy to complete the spells of the realm technique, I am afraid that 

no one can easily approach you, any attack method will be difficult to succeed,” Yang Chen admired. 

Jane’s achievement made Yang Chen overjoyed as if he had broken through the Shang Qing Heavenly 

Lightning Tribulation and he felt extremely proud of his woman’s achievement. 

Unknowingly, February had ended, and for the rest of the time, Hui Lin returned to work in Milan early, 

and Yang Chen didn’t have much time to make intimacy with the women. In fact, the women were also 

busy practicing, so it’s hard to disturb their enthusiasm. 

Even Jane had a great desire to break through the relationship before was attracted by this brand new 

stage. She didn’t have time to care about Yang Chen which made him feel ‘regretful’ in the heart but he 

pretended to be indifferent on the outside. 

The Yunhua kindergarten that Lanlan attended had already started the semester and the chubby little 

girl couldn’t wait to meet the other children. Yang Chen asked the women who would like to go back to 

China together, but most of the women were willing to stay on the island and continue to take spiritual 

pills and to pursue the Soul Forming Stage. None of them wanted to be left behind. 

The women didn’t care much about the mundane things in China. Even if An Xin and Tang Wan needed 

to manage a large family business, they could rely on today’s technology and their work could be done 

online. 

Of course, some people were not particularly obsessed with cultivation, or there were other important 

matters. 

Mo Qianni wanted to go back to take care of Lanlan, she also missed Ma Guifang a little. 

Li Jingjing received a notice from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China and was officially going to 

Beijing to serve as an assistant to the Deputy Director of the Information Department. 



For Li Jingjing, secular power was actually more attractive. Everyone’s life experience was different, and 

she has had enough oppression by the privileged class, Li Jingjing’s inner ambition was obvious. 

Yang Chen didn’t think there was anything wrong with Li Jingjing’s desire for power, just as his pursuit of 

beauty and strength was the same. As long as she was happy, everything was fine. 

When he returned to Zhonghai, the night had fallen. The big mansion in the Xijiao Vilas was illuminated 

with bright lights. 

Yang Chen held Lanlan in one hand and Mo Qianni in the other. As soon as he walked to the door, the 

door opened. 

“Oh, my dear son, you are finally home!” 

Guo Xuehua suddenly walked out of the house and her face was full of joy precipitated by longing. She 

then came up to touch Yang Chen’s face for fear of his son losing any part of his body. 

“Mother? Why are you here?” Yang Chen asked in surprise. 

“What’s the matter? Can’t a mother who misses the son come over for a short stay? You ungrateful 

child, mother never bothers you when you are abroad, can’t I see you more now that you are back?“ 

Guo Xuehua cursed with a smile. Holding Lanlan from Yang Chen’s hand, she said with joy, “My dear 

granddaughter, is the island fun? Oh, how come your face got even rounder? Have you eaten a lot of 

delicious food on the island?” 

Lanlan was best at pleasing the elders. She giggled and called “grandma”, rubbing Guo Xuehua’s face 

with her plump cheek, making her very happy. 

Although she liked Lanlan in the past, she naturally felt different when she treated her own 

granddaughter. 

Guo Xuehua took Mo Qianni and asked her a few words, mainly asking what Yang Chen had done, and 

where the other women had gone, so she could not stop until she understood clearly. 

“Mother, will things in Beijing be fine if you are here?” Yang Chen asked. 

Guo Xuehua hugged Lanlan and replied, “Your dad is now reinstated in the Jiangnan Military Region, 

there is nothing wrong with me coming to live in Zhonghai. Son, you are the best. Not only did you 

suppress the Meng family, but also brought glory to the Yang Family again. Your dad might not have 

mentioned anything, but he’s proud of you in his heart.” 

Yang Chen didn’t care if Yang Pojun was grateful to him, as long as he didn’t add trouble to himself. 

Suddenly, Guo Xuehua asked Mo Qianni to hold Lanlan to go upstairs to rest. When she was alone with 

Yang Chen, she asked with concern, “Son, how are you and Ruoxi? Have you eased up? I asked Minjuan 

a little bit but she didn’t even know what happened.” 

“What else?” Yang Chen smiled bitterly, “It’s almost time to sign the divorce agreement.” 

“How could this happen... The daughter of the Ning family is too stubborn, and Ning Guangyao, who is a 

father, won’t care,” Guo Xuehua pushed the resentment on Ning Guangyao’s head. 



Yang Chen hoped that Ning Guangyao would not get involved in Lin Ruoxi’s life, and then took out the 

Fengxiang bracelet from the space ring and gave it to Guo Xuehua, “Ruoxi gave it back to me. Mother, 

you can put it away first.” 

Guo Xuehua returned it to Yang Chen, saying, “Since mother passed this to her daughter-in-law, there is 

no reason to take it back. Even if Ruoxi divorces you completely in the future, this bracelet will be left to 

other women besides you, regardless of whoever you choose to be your wife. Mother believes in you.” 

Chapter 1450 

You Are Unreasonable 

Yang Chen sighed slightly, he understood what Guo Xuehua meant. Guo Xuehua had always been 

dissatisfied with her daughter-in-law. In her eyes, perhaps the virtuous and sensible Mo Qianni was 

more suitable, or even the Cai sisters who were more compatible with his status would work too. 

However, Yang Chen felt that if Lin Ruoxi was no longer his wife, then there would be no need to marry 

other women. This was because the women around him currently were not here for status and it would 

be unfair to marry anyone of them. 

Yang Chen did not force Guo Xuehua to keep it since she did not want to, he put the bracelet back into 

the space ring and said, “Mother, I will not take the initiative to sign the divorce agreement. She will still 

be my wife legally at least. I often feel that there are some special reasons for Ruoxi to leave me, but I 

can’t see it through, and she refuses to confess to me. I have made up my mind to always treat her well, 

regardless of whether she recognizes it or not.” 

“Silly son, in my opinion, there are only two reasons for a woman divorcing you. One is that she doesn’t 

love you at all, and the other is that you can’t give her the love she wants. No matter which kind, you 

can’t get it back,” Guo Xuehua sighed. 

Yang Chen kept quiet, maybe Guo Xuehua was right, but Yang Chen would not give up until the last 

moment. 

The next day, Mo Qianni drove Lanlan to school. The woman now also does housework and takes care of 

Lanlan. At the same time, she cultivates as she does not have to go to work. 

Yang Chen deliberately ran to find Xiao Zhiqing. Previously the woman did not go to the Mediterranean 

Sea and he felt that he owed her something, so he took her around the city for a day and had a nice 

meal. 

Xiao Zhiqing was happy yet slightly annoyed about Wang Ma’s doting and she was never tired of telling 

Yang Chen about the mother and daughter anecdotes that happened with Wang Ma these days. 

Yang Chen could feel that although the woman thought that Wang Ma had been caring about her too 

much, she felt sweet in her heart, which made him somewhat less guilty. 

In the evening, Yang Chen sent Xiao Zhiqing back home and ran to the door of the house where Lin 

Ruoxi lived, waiting for her to return home from work. 

He wanted to hand over the Dragon Pill to the woman. This was a very important item and he dared not 

ask someone else to send it to her. 



But he couldn’t go to Yulei’s headquarters. After the incident with Mo Qianni and Liu Mingyu was 

exposed last time, going to the company would only cause trouble for Lin Ruoxi. 

Yang Chen also had the key to the door and Wang Ma was also in the house, but he didn’t go in, worried 

that Lin Ruoxi was unwilling. Speaking of such, he sounded useless but he was reluctant to let his 

woman be angry. 

After waiting for nearly half an hour, Lin Ruoxi’s red Bentley slowly stopped outside. 

Stepping out of the car, under the pink and slender calf was a black crystal shiny high heels, a red knee-

length pleated skirt swaying in style and a white lady blouse with a short collar on the upper body 

enhanced the simplicity of beauty. 

The woman had her hair tied up and she was just like the cold and unruly beauty when he first saw her. 

Her face without any makeup was flawless, no matter her appearance or figure, it was as perfect as a 

handicraft created by God. 

Yang Chen was in a calm mood at first, but when Lin Ruoxi appeared, his heart beat faster without 

knowing why, just like a young man who saw the women he admired, which made him feel ridiculous. 

This was the woman that was his wife for two years, how could he be so weak. 

But when he saw Lin Ruoxi’s cold and beautiful figure walking over, with an expressionless face, Yang 

Chen’s heart contracted for a while. He gulped and couldn’t help feeling a trace of sadness. 

A sense of distance... 

Yes, a sense of distance that Yang Chen had never expected. 

Lin Ruoxi looked at him as if he was a real stranger, looking at himself very naturally, without any extra 

emotions. 

Her beauty seemed to be even more enhanced than in the past. If she was on the same level with Jane 

before, Lin Ruoxi, who he had not met for a few days, had faintly surpassed Jane. 

It was not about the appearance, but more about a mysterious temperament that exuded from the 

inside out. 

Yang Chen didn’t know what kind of inner change Lin Ruoxi had experienced, but the woman’s 

temperament had truly reached another level. 

It was as if she used to be a snow lotus carved out of ice on a snow mountain, pure and beautiful, but 

now, around the snow lotus, there was a hazy cloud and mist, like a fairy lotus in the Jade Lake. 

However, this was not what Yang Chen wanted to see, a Lin Ruoxi who made him feel distant. 

“What are you doing here?” Lin Ruoxi asked indifferently, standing about one meter in front of Yang 

Chen. 

Yang Chen was stunned for a moment before he remembered the matter. He smiled unnaturally, took 

out the jade bottle from the space ring, and handed it to Lin Ruoxi. “This is the Dragon Pill I refined, 



which is a kind of elixir that is more than just rare. After you take it, you will go into a purification 

process and breakthrough into the Xiantian Stage...” 

“I don’t need it, leave it to others,” Lin Ruoxi didn’t even look at it, turned her head, and walked inside 

the house. 

The cold attitude was no worse than the cold war with Yang Chen previously! 

Yang Chen turned around abruptly and grabbed the woman’s arm. “Listen to me!” 

“Let go of me!” 

Lin Ruoxi’s almond eyes glared at Yang Chen, her watery eyes were filled with a bone-chilling coldness 

that pierced his heart! 

“Mr.Yang, my contractual marriage with you is over, I have no time to entertain you!” 

However, with Yang Chen’s strength, how could Lin Ruoxi break free. 

“Over? How can we be over? I haven’t divorced you yet so we are still husband and wife legally. I will 

never abandon you until the last minute,” Yang Chen said with scorching eyes. 

“The ghost stays on huh? Don’t you think you are ridiculous by continuously entangling?” Lin Ruoxi 

showed sarcasm in her eyes. 

“I’ve never thought that I am nobler than my woman. You can think of me as humble, shameless, and 

ridiculous, but you can’t obliterate my kindness to you. I am happy to give you all the good things,” Yang 

Chen revealed with a splendid smile. 

“We are over, you said you would let me go!” Lin Ruoxi turned her head away. 

Yang Chen lowered his head and smiled to himself, like a smirk. He raised his head and eyebrows and 

said, “Yes, but you also know that I am a very shameless person and I am telling you that I regret this. Lin 

Ruoxi, you are getting more and more beautiful and more feminine. You also know that I am a big 

pervert, a big bastard, how can I give such a beautiful wife to someone else? I feel uneasy if you are not 

tethered to me. I hate it when my woman is taken advantage of by other men. Why kill people all over 

the world when I can occupy you forever?” 

“You are unreasonable! And shameless!” Lin Ruoxi gritted her teeth, breathing fire in her eyes with 

anger. 

“You are finally slightly humane now. I thought you were completely immortal just now,” Yang Chen said 

with a smile, “No matter how bad you sounded, I’ll accept it. This time I went to Korea and encountered 

a conflict between a couple. That man told me no matter what happens in the future, he must be nice to 

his wife because he believes in their love for each other. I do agree with him. Whether you say I am 

narcissistic or I am crazy, I still think that you love me, and I also love you. Whether you regarded 

yourself as a substitute for Seventeen or Lin Ruoxi, I love you for you. I just want you and you can’t 

control it!” 

“You...you...” Lin Ruoxi’s chest continued to fluctuate violently, she was unable to handle the rogue 

confession from Yang Chen. 



If she really hated that man, she would cut off all her feelings toward him, but she was acting. Facing 

such a straightforward but heart-wrenching confession from a man, her heart could not help but soften. 

She didn’t care about Seventeen or whoever’s substitute she was. The two had been in the same boat 

for more than two years, how could she not know Yang Chen’s affection? 

Yang Chen took the Dragon Pill in front of the woman and said with a stern face, “Take the Dragon Pill 

and enter the Xiantian Stage will give you more protection, so that your life expectancy can be greatly 

increased, this is what I care about. The enemies I face now are not people that my subordinates can 

deal with. If we want to be safe, we have to rely on ourselves. There are a total of ten Dragon Pills in this 

world, you have to eat it no matter what! If you resist again, I will knock you out and make you eat it and 

I will help you breakthrough! But...hey, you have to think about it, after you faint, you won’t know what 

I’ll do to you and you also know what I like to do the most...” 

Yang Chen was obviously lying. If Lin Ruoxi was really knocked out, she would unconsciously control the 

True Qi in her body, and it would be quite dangerous to break through to Xiantian Stage. 

However, Lin Ruoxi believed it at this moment and was really afraid that Yang Chen would knock herself 

out. Not only would she be forced to take the pill, but she would be sent to bed as well. 

She felt anguish in her heart. She tried her best to prevent Yang Chen from seeing the true state of her 

heart. She wanted to let the man leave her life and she was already holding back her true feelings. 

If Yang Chen took herself into bed forcibly, in case she didn’t control it and cooperated with the man 

when their love became strong, he would find out that she wasn’t reluctant toward him. Wouldn’t her 

act since New Year’s Eve be wasted? 

Thinking of that nightmare, Lin Ruoxi was unwilling to expose her heart. 

“Fine...I’ll eat it.” 

Lin Ruoxi tried to show a trace of anger and said with tears. 

She could only act it through this time and look for another way to make him give up. 

 


